JAPAN HOLIDAYS

T

okyo is located on Tokyo Bay in the Kanto region of
Honshu, Japan’s largest island. The closest airport is
Haneda oﬃcially known as Tokyo International Airport.
Tokyo is known for its fashion and shopping, from the trendy
shopping districts of Harajuku and Shibuya, to the luxury
ﬂagships of Ginza.

S

hinjuku is the thriving business district; a mix of gleaming
skyscrapers and atmospheric back streets with tiny bars.
Asakusa is the heart of Tokyo’s downtown, with ancient
temples and traditional stores. Tokyo is a foodie paradise with
more Michelin-starred restaurants than any other city in the world,
along with hundreds of cheap and delicious ramen shops.

Tokyo Stopover Package
DAY 1 : NRTAPT/ TOKYO
Upon arrival, at Nairita Airport, meet by
airport staff, proceed to Tokyo and transfer
to hotel by private van.
HOTEL: SHINJUKU PRINCE HOTEL
DAY 2 : TOKYO CITY TOUR (Meal: B)
Breakfast at the hotel. Proceed to TOKYO
CITY TOUR with visit to ASAKUSA
KANNON TEMPLE, NAKAMISE
SHOPPING STREET, TOYOSHU FISH
MARKET, Free Lunch at the local
restaurant.
Continuation of tour with visit to TOKYO
TOWER, IMPERIAL PALACE DOUBLE
BRIDGE, SHIBUYA CROSSING and

Tour Cost
Tokyo Stopover

Double Occ.
TBA

HATCHIKO STATUE) or UENO AMEYOKO
MARKET. Return to hotel
HOTEL: SHINJUKU PRINCE HOTEL
DAY 3: TOKYO FREE DAY (Meal: B)
Breakfast at the hotel, whole day free for
leisure.
(guests can join one optional day tour to Mt.
Fuji and Hakone Still not operate, schedule
and fare TBA )
HOTEL: SHINJUKU PRINCE HOTEL
DAY 4: TOKYO/NARITA (Meal: B)
After breakfast and check-out hotel, free
until transfer to NARITA Airport for
departure

Single Suppl.
TBA

Extra Night
TBA

2022

From

$499

Tokyo & Osaka with Bullet Train
DAY 1 : NRTAPT/ TOKYO
Upon arrival, at Nairita Airport, meet by airport staff, and
proceed to Tokyo and transfer to hotel.
HOTEL: SHINJUKU PRINCE HOTEL
DAY 2 : TOKYO CITY TOUR (MealsB)
Breakfast at the hotel. Proceed to TOKYO CITY TOUR with visit
to ASAKUSA KANNON TEMPLE, NAKAMISE SHOPPING
STREET, TOYOSHU FISH MARKET, Free Lunch at the local
restaurant.
Continuation of tour with visit to TOKYO TOWER, IMPERIAL
PALACE DOUBLE BRIDGE, (SHIBUYA CROSSING and
HATCHIKO STATUE) UENO AMEYOKO MARKE. Return to
hotel.
HOTEL: SHINJUKU PRINCE HOTEL
DAY 3: TOKYO FREE DAY (B)
Breakfast at the hotel, whole day free for leisure
(guests can join one day optional tour to Mt. Fuji and Hakone,
schedule and fare TBA )
HOTEL: SHINJUKU PRINCE HOTEL
Day 4: TOKYO – OSAKA BY BULLET TRAIN (MEAL:B)
After breakfast, transfer to Station. Upon arrival in Osaka
station, pick up and transfer to hotel, walking tour in Osaka,
Osaka Castle, Shinzaibashi shopping district.
Day 5: KYOTO TOUR (MEAL: B/L) itinerary will be subject to
change After breakfast, Pick up at hotel, proceed to Fushimi
Inari Shrine is the head shrine for some 30,000 Inari shrines
across the country. Next stop is at Kiyomizu-dera for lunch, The
proverb "to jump off the stage at Kiyomizu" that is the Japanese
equivalent of the English expression "to take the plunge", is
derived from Kiyomizu-dera. The Main Hall has a large wooden
stage that juts out over the hillside, it was built without using a
single nail and is supported by 139 pillars. Last stop is at
Kinkaku-ji, a pagoda made to house the sacred relics of the
Buddha, has given this temple the popular name of Kinkaku-ji
(Temple of the Golden Pavilion).
All SIC tour still not operate, schedule TBA.
Day 6: Osaka/Kansei (B)
After breakfast, transfer to airport for your ﬂight to return to your
homeland or ou onward destinations.

For Information, please contact
Gala Holiday
Toll Free: 888-666-1888

JAPAN GOLDEN ROUTE

TOUR ITINERARY
Day 01 NARITA, TOKYO JAPAN (D)
Welcome to Japan, you will be met by our
local Represantative and transfer to your
hotel.
Overnight stay at Sunshine City Prince
Hotel or similar
Day 02 TOKYO (B)
Breakfast at hotel, morning tour to
Asakusa Temple, Nakamise Shrine,
Tokyo Sky Tree (photo), Ginza (pass by),
Imperial Palace (photo), Shinjuku and
return to hotel
Overnight stay at Sunshine City Prince
Hotel or similar
“ TOKYO “
Tokyo is located on Tokyo Bay in the
Kanto region of Honshu, Japan’s largest
island. The closest airport is Haneda
oﬃcially known as Tokyo International
Airport. Tokyo is known for its fashion and
shopping, from the trendy shopping
districts of Harajuku and Shibuya, to the
luxury ﬂagships of Ginza.
Day 03 TOKYO (B)
Breakfast at leisure, we reserve today for
you to explore Tokyo at your own pace.
*Overnight stay at Sunshine City Prince
Hotel or similar
Day 04 KAMAKURA / HAKONE (B)
Enjoy breakfast at Hotel. Your tour today
will start with a visit to Tsukiji Fish Market,
then onto Yokohama Ramen Museum,
Chinatown, Lake Ashi Short Cruise, then
arrive Hotel
*Overnight stay at Kosuien Hotel or
similar
“ HAKONE “
The town of Hakone is situated in
western Kanagawa Prefecture, and is
part of Fuji-Hakone-Izu National Park . It
is famous both inside and outside of
Japan as a resort area brimming with
natural hot springs of the highest quality,
and for its stunning views of Mt Fuji.
Day 05 FUJI AREA (B)
After breakfast, check out of your hotel,

then your tour will begin with a visit to Mt
Fuji 5th (Subject to weather), Nagoya
Castle, then arrive your Hotel in the late
afternoon.
*Overnight stay at Nagoya Castle Plaza
Hotel or similar
“ MOUNTAIN FUJI “
Mt. Fuji is actually a volcano that hasn’t
been active since 1707, Climbing Mt. Fuji
was once viewed as a religious
pilgrimage to honor the spirit of what is
one of the most beautiful and iconic
peaks on the planet. An endeavor famed
for its natural beauty and cultural
signiﬁcance, getting to the top of Mt. Fuji
is an experience unlike any other.
Day 06 KYOTO (B)
Breakfast at hotel, then tour to Kinkakuji
Temple, Kiyomizu Temple, Heian Jingu
Shrine and arrive at your hotel
*Overnight stay at Kyoto Tokyu Hotel or
similar
“ KYOTO “
Kyoto City attracts millions of local and
international visitors each year looking
for traditional Japanese culture. Temples
and shrines such as Kiyomizudera
Temple and Kinkakuji draw lots oﬀ
attention from visitors, as do the bamboo
groves of nearby Arashiyama. Stay in a
traditional ryokan, take a dip in a
rejuvenating onsen, and enjoy the
seasonal changes of cherry blossoms
and brilliant autumn foliage. Kyoto's
magic is only a short bullet train ride from
Tokyo. Beyond the city lie Kyoto
Prefecture's many attractive rural areas.
In the north, Amanohashidate has long
been considered one of Japan's three
most scenic places. Nestled in the
mountains, Miyama is one of the last
towns with thatched-roof farmhouses,
many of which are still inhabited. Enjoy
delicious local vegetables and the
famous green tea grown in Uji.
Day 07 NARA / OSAKA (B)
After hotel breakfast, tour to Todaiji
Temple, Deer park’ then onto Osaka

Castle and Aqua Liner Cruise
Overnight stay at New Otani Osaka Hotel
or similar
“ OSAKA “
Osaka is only a short shinkansen ride
from Tokyo, but has a very diﬀerent
personality to Japan's capital city. Hop oﬀ
the bullet train into an area of exciting
nightlife, delicious food and straighttalking, friendly locals. Along with plenty
of shopping and modern attractions,
Osaka also has a historical side, the
highlight of which is Osaka Castle. The
castle is a great place to discover more
about Japanese history and to wander
the beautiful grounds, especially during
cherry blossom season in April when the
sakura blooms and the weather is often
at its best.
Overnight stay at New Otani Osaka
Hotel.
Day 08 OSAKA Departure
Breakfast at hotel, then transfer to airport
for your ﬂight to your homeland or onward
to your next destinations.

